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Re-recording mixer Onnalee Blank has shaped the soundtrack of Game 
of Thrones since Season 2. Her skilful mixes on the series have landed 
three Emmy nominations and two Emmy wins, including in 2016 for 
Battle of the Bastards, which was mixed in 7.1 at Formosa Group in West 

Hollywood. Onna was also nominated in 2015 for TV series Black Sails, and in 
2014 for Houdini. Blank’s IMDB profile reveals a prodigious work-rate, with recent 
credits including soon-to-be-released Brie Larson movie The Glass Castle, and 
popular TV series Girls, The Royals and CSI:NY. Blank has a storied professional 
life, having started as a ballet dancer, before injury precipitated a change of career, 
first to recorded music, and subsequently to sound for TV and movies. 

How did you start on Game Of Thrones?
My first year on GOT was on Season 2. Season 1 had finished post production 
in Ireland and when it caught some headway, HBO brought it back to LA. I 
auditioned for the job against a raft of seasoned film mixers. I never thought 
I would get a calibre of a show like this, as I was a relatively new mixer, but 
I got the job — which really surprised me!  The producer of the show is really 
challenging and every day I thought that I would be fired. When the season 
ended, I thanked him for making me a better mixer. He later told me that he 
had hired me because he saw the ingredients in me that he could mould into the 
mixer that he really wanted for the show.

What is the biggest challenge mixing GOT?
The thing that makes this show really hard is the amount of ADR. Almost 
every word of every scene is looped due to the amount of costume noise, wind 
machines, generator noises, accents, and performance changes. Sometimes it’s 
for the writers who want to add additional lines. For every scene I mix the ADR. 
I then go back and mix the same scene using the production audio, and then a 

final third pass to decide which is better for performance, clarity and noise. I end 
up with three versions of every scene. I have got very good mixing ADR due to 
the sheer volume of it!

You have a great team of ADR specialists like Mike Wabro and 
supervising ADR editor Tim Hands to produce your ADR.
The whole team including sound supervisor Tim Kimmel and dialogue editor 
Paul Bercovitch are fantastic. It’s a collective group of talent that makes the end 
product so great. The team are always able to find an alt take for the back half 
of a line (often on my whim) to cut in and save a scene.

What are the problems of mixing GOT ADR and how do you get 
around them?
The biggest problem is when the loop performance isn’t quite there, which is 
obviously hard to fix! I EQ and then run it through outboard reverb to give it 
almost a distortion like quality. Sometimes I slam it through Dolby 430 or 43 
to give it the sound of a production mic almost breaking up. These things can 
help to trick the ear into believing the ADR. It really depends on the character 
and the voice cadence too. It can be trial and error. If it’s interior you can use 
reverb and you can throw it off mic, but exteriors are a little harder as there is 
no reverb to hide behind.
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Do you use Cargo Cult’s Slapper for your interior and exterior 
reflections to minimize the use of reverb (which can be hard  
to match)?
I have tried it but I haven’t delved into it very deeply yet, but I will do. I do use 
TL Space. I capture the clapper board impulse response from the production mics 
to get the natural reverb tail of the room, and put it into Space. I apply that to 
the ADR and render it. This helps to throw stuff off mic by altering the dry/wet 
balance. Sometimes I alter the decay times and other parameters, but I usually 
render the result. Occasionally I start with the line cleaner and alter the back half 
of the line so that it starts clean and then just disappears more, which works 
very well. I am slightly old school in my love of outboard reverb and gear. One 
of my tricks is to put a whole bunch of nasty fill (often two or three tracks) 
behind my ADR before passing through reverb and the Dolby noise gear and 
re-recording the result. Often when you render dirt in to the clean ADR in this 
way it seems to marry it or blend it better than having it on separate tracks. Not 
every syllable may be quite as clear, but it makes it more real and more mid-
rangey and believable, especially for exteriors. If you are only using one or two 
loops in a scene then this can be very helpful.

You must lean heavily on your foley during your ADR lines?
Mat Waters (the foley and FX re-recording mixer) is an amazing mixer and 
makes the foley sound so good. We clean the dialogue up so well we can really 
play the foley like a character, loud and proud!

Dynamic range and loudness for broadcast is a hot potato. Are you 
consciously mixing GOT theatrically?
We really are mixing theatrically, so sometimes it’s challenging to hit our LKFS 
number. We mix at 85dB (theatrical) monitoring level, just like a movie. After 
we have completed the producer notes, we do a traditional print-master pass 
and check our numbers (-24 LKFS). We check the entire show and make small 
adjustments to the final mix, the sort of things the general public won’t notice 
but will help it to play well on TV and meet the numbers.

So your average dialogue levels are around -27 to -31dBFs, typical 
theatrical levels?
Yes unless it’s a battle scene where everyone is yelling.

Do you intentionally mix some scenes quieter to save some of your 
integrated loudness for later?
Not really, we try and approach every scene how it should be, not quieter 
because we have a loud scene coming up. I don’t ever want people leaning into 
the screen asking ‘what are they saying?’- that’s not great for the show. I like 
having quiet and I like having space. I think for this show it creates some sort 
of dynamic between characters whilst they are figuring out the plot themselves.
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What’s your background?
Before I started working in film, I worked in the music business, with Rick 
Ruben on the last Johnny Cash record. Then I spent a couple of years with film 
composer Danny Elfman. He helped me get a job at Todd AO. I started as a Mix 
Tech. I never thought I wanted to be a Mixer. I wanted to be a Sound Designer, 
or a picture editor, but I realised I was better at telling stories with sound.

I noticed from your IMDB profile that you have worked on some 
very long episodic series.
I have found that on a long series you can really learn if you are doing it every 
day. You can really be experimental. GOT is so great to work on, as we are really 
free to explore sound in new ways. What makes this show kind of cool is we try 
to do things differently. We are always looking for different ways to tell the story.

GOT is often cited by many as never having harsh or dynamically 
crushed dialogue — despite its use of dynamic range.
Thank you. Matthew Waters and I hate over bright dialogue. I don’t like to 
use a lot of compression, so I will throw a little bit of peak compression on the 
dialogue. I will always EQ out any over bright words. 

Do you use channel or bus/group compression for your dialogue?
Channel compression. I used to do it on the group, but I wasn’t convinced by 
the sound so I changed the way I work. People who over-use dynamics can 
make the whispers sound the same volume as the screams — which sounds 
weird to me.

I learned a lot from Mike Minkler, who I think is the 
best dialogue mixer in town. He is very comfortable 
with extreme EQ on dialogue. When I first saw him 
pre-dub dialogue it was like ‘woah…., you’re going to 
do that to it?’. He trained my ear to listen differently. 
I wasn’t brave enough. His attitude was that you just 
can’t mess it up, so he digs in and listens, and doesn’t 
worry about what he has done.

Where do you stand on the use of perspective 
between shots?
It all depends on your client and their taste. Some 
clients love a ton of perspective, and some clients love 
a ton of dialogue panning. I try and do more and more 
perspective every year. But with GOT, there is so much 
plot information in this show, and this often can occur 
on a perspective line, so I have to be careful with that. 
Sometimes I overshoot and then take a bit off. I am not 
a huge fab of dialogue panning unless they walk off 
screen, where that is a clear pan. But if they are slightly 
off centre on screen I like to keep it all centre channel, 
or I find it very distracting. Some Directors have a 
different style where they want every line panned, but 
that’s not my thing.

Tell me about your use of the McDSP SA-2 Dialogue Processor
I use the SA-2 on the ADR Group lines, it really helps take the edge of the high 
end. I really love what it does. It’s McDSP’s version of Mike Minkler’s special 
hardware box that he used to strap across his dial bus in the final mix.

I love this plug-in too and use it to smooth off any inconsistencies 
in my dialogue mixes. Some detractors mistake it for de-esser.
No they shouldn’t use it as a de-esser, it’s for taking the edge out of the highs, 
especially the 10-12 KHz range. I premix without it, then I put it on very lightly. 
Why wouldn’t you? It sounds awesome. Occasionally I might use it a bit more 
on some scenes, where I take the threshold down a bit lower by half a dB, and 
then it’s great.

Do you use surround reverb for dialogues?
It depends on the scene and what kind of space they are in. I like the dialogue 
and the reverb to match the screen and not be separated from the source. I use 
two mono reverbs for this.

Do you use Altiverb?
I don’t like Altiverb as I find it hard to edit the parameters and it all sounds a bit 
the same. I don’t like its sound and for GOT it doesn’t suit the material. I love 
Lexicon outboard reverbs. I have four machines hooked up for my dialogue; 
one pure mono, one that’s a little wider, and then some for the surrounds and 
the back. There’s one particular GOT location called “The Sept”, which (before it 
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blew up) was massive. On any of the louder lines I would add a bit of surround 
reverb on certain words. Mat and I match our reverbs for most scenes, so that 
the foley is in a corresponding space. We discuss how far back he wants to put 
the foley and in what sort of space for each scene.

How do you divide the mix for GOT?
Mat mixes the foley, backgrounds, and effects. I mix the dialogue, ADR and 
Music. This show would be too hard for one person to mix, as your ears would 
get fried! Mat has to print traditional pre-dubs as he has so many tracks that the 
machines sometimes can’t even play it all.
 
What are your film sound inspirations?
Sometimes before a really big mix of a battle scene I watch the opening reel from 
Braveheart, it’s outstanding and still holds up today.

How is your music delivered in GOT?
We are delivered quad stems. Which is interesting.

LCRS?
No LRSS. I usually have 9 quad stems, sometimes 10 
depending on choirs. I spill them out into mono and 
re-pan from there.

How do you deal with dialogue noise 
reduction on GOT?
I hate it when things are really full of artefacts and 
will go back to the original tracks. Tim (ADR Sup) 
and the dialogue editor get the material months 
before I do. If there are some troublesome scenes, we 
go to the stage and listen to them and talk about how 
we are going to approach them. Sometimes we agree 
to a NR pass on a particular clip, but I always ask for 
the originals underneath.

Our dialogue editor cleans everything up. He fills 
everything beautifully. He de-clicks and edits out 
bumps, but he doesn’t do broadband NR. I tend to do 
that on the stage. A lot of the time I use iZotope RX 
standalone using the Connect plug-in. From there, 
I still use the outboard Cedar hardware. The new 
Dialogue Isolate module in RX works wonders on 
getting rid of the snow machine. Hissy dialogue is 
my pet peeve, and I have found that RX is less good 
with this, so I will run it through the Cedar DNS or 
the Dolby 430.

What advice would you pass on to new post mixers cutting their 
teeth?
Remember we are having fun and we get paid to do this. Keep it light. Many 
producers/directors walk in with a ton of stress and it’s your job to make it fun 
for them. Watch your body language, people are often looking at your back. 
That was learning experience for me. Help out and do projects for free. I do 
about 100 short films a year. It’s a creative playground. Practice your craft, 
but practice right, otherwise you will get very good at doing it wrong. I was a 
professional ballet dancer and my teacher used to tell me to practice smart, not 
practice hard.

Do you think having been a dancer improves your ability to 
physically “perform a mix”?
I’m so much faster on faders than with a mouse. I don’t draw things in. Being a 
dancer has given me an extremely good work ethic too. I don’t give up or look 
for excuses if I fluff up, I just do it again until it’s better. Producers and Directors 
don’t mind a mistake if you own up to it, but if you just make excuses you can 
get fired, or people won’t want to work with you again. n
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